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KATRAN-AWS

Agriculture & Garden Waste Shredding Machine

About Katran:

Katran is range of shredders/choppers/pulverizer suitable for different
application. Made with efficient engineering these shredders can
handle range of input and applications. Proudly designed and
manufactured in India.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Sharp: durable,double-sided, laser-cut precision blades with
high cutting performance.
Practical: fast feed hopper.
Output Capacity - 300 - 1000 KG/Hour.
Large capacity hopper for quick and easy feed.
Available in different motor types - Single Phase/Three Phase
One year limited manufacturer Warranty

WWW.BHUYANTRA.COM

+91 7829008926
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SIZES:
Available in two different sizesKatran AWS - Small
- Capacity of 300 Kg/Hour
- Maximum allowed branch diameter - 2.5 inch
- Comes with 3 HP motor (Single/Three Phase)
- Approx Weight of 110 Kilograms
Katran AWS - Large
- Capacity of 1000 Kg/Hour
- Maximum allowed branch diameter - 4.5 inch
- Comes with 5/7.5 HP motor (Only Three Phase)
- Approx Weight of 210 Kilograms
- Comes with mounted wheels for easy movement
- Tractor Operated Model Also available in the same size.
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